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Abstract:
This poster presentation is one of the series on ancient archives, in which a poster was presented
at Research Forum in 2010, 2014, and 2018. In these days, we recognize the importance of
Democracy, especially in the context of archives as foundation of Democracy. Classic Athens is
considered the cradle of democracy. Democracy means Demos Power, that is citizens’ power,
Demosion means what belongs to Demos. In the last decade of 5th century BCE, people of
Athens built a new Bouleuterion, the building for the Council. Then old Bouleuterion became an
office to codify the laws and degrees by Anagrapheus. So, Athenians called it Demosion. This
building would become Metroon, which is known as the central archives of Athens. Demosion
held Boule’s records. We can find about Demosion in Orators’ survived texts. This presentation
will examine those texts to see whether the Demosion was to citizens, who took care of records,
and what the media was stored. Some archives started after the compilation of history or
legislative codifications, so it is necessary to discuss this issue about the origin of archives.
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